
 CRYSTAL GUARDIAN WORKSHOP  

Thank-you for your interest in the amazing Crystal Guardians, they have much to reveal and we can 

never stop learning from them. 

These workshops are based on the loving healing qualities that the crystals bring and the knowledge 

they wish to share with humanity. There is so much more information that Mother Earth and her 

wonderful Kingdoms hold that we haven’t opened  yet and the crystals are the ones that are holding 

this information. There are so many wonderful discoveries that are occurring all the time now on the 

planet and we are becoming more interested in the energies and the magnificence of what is truly  

Mother Earth, the home of where our sacred crystals grow. There is a deeper side of nature just 

unfolding and we’ve only just touched the surface so far, all will reveal itself in time as the workshop 

shall open these doors and well find within ourselves  these gifts too as we are crystalline and have 

many minerals inside us.    In the workshop, we’ll discover more on the geometric and mineral 

structures, vibrational essences for healings, the use of sound & tone, the electromagnetic fields and 

waves caused by grids & ley lines, which have always affected us and can be more beneficial with 

the help of crystals. Mother Earth has held many secrets in her Crystal Kingdoms for eons, waiting 

for us to be ready. These mysteries will include stories of the Inner Earth, Middle Earth & Central 

Earths Cities and abodes ( places such as the Amethyst or Ruby Crystal city) where information is 

stored & where beings are still living today. We will meet these lovely beings Angel/Devas & 

Guardians in the pure etheric form and see what roles they play as we take a journey via meditation 

under the earth, through a tunnel to a crystal city and see for ourselves what is going on in there. 

We are with the Guardians all the way and they are like coloured Angels 

We are all governed by a higher consciousness; this is directed through our higher selves or Guardian 

Angel or Spirit guide. It’s the same for all creatures with life force, including animals, trees, and of 

course crystals to have this surrounding protecting energy. The ones that over-light the crystals are 

called the Crystal Guardians; they surround the crystal at all times containing its life force & energy 

field. It is easier to tune in to crystals via this field and get to know them as most of their messages 

are coming from the crystals higher beings “Guardians” themselves. Therefore we will be studying 

these in a simple manner & get to know their purposes, skills & uses. The Guardians only wish to 

work with us as they too understand the benefits the planet can receive when we work together in 

Love & Light. Love is healing & Light is knowledge, this is the purpose of crystals. We will find out 

which crystals have a Angel, Deva or Guardian present inside them as these crystals are extremely 

special and will often reveal rainbows to the keeper (which is you) if you have a crystal like this. We 

will also practice crystal layouts suitable for many things, learn how to hear the tones or the singing 

that many crystals can bring and most of all, learn how to connect them back to the one big heart of  

 There are 33 Crystal Guardians in the set and most people will find these special crystals being 

drawn to them, especially if they have are guided to work with healing or with the planet in some 

way. People will love to collect a whole set of the 33 crystals and also find one special Master crystal, 

no matter what size or shape and then they can make up a kit which can be used for everything. 

(Great to have sets made up on hand )  Each card also has a member from each kingdom pictured in 

them, such as a totem animal, a type of plant, a star constellation or star sign, which will assist them 

with the readings they will learn to give. Another favourite part of the workshop!. 

 



A BASIC FORMAT for the day  ( or can be extended over 2 days)  

10.00 ~ Registry and personal intros, handing out the manual, paper, pens, name tags? & connecting 

to our crystal alter (some may bring a crystal or we can make an alter out of shop crystals leaving 

stickers on for sales?) The manual is normally $45 & has 130 pages but is included in workshop. 

Crystal Guardian Oracle Cards sold separately, again through your shop. 

10.10 ~ Going through the manual from beginning with explaining the Crystal Guardians, how they 

came about and the story behind it all. Going through them individually, getting to know them. 

10.30 ~ Theory.  Studying all the Kingdoms of Earth and how they are connected & inter-related with 

nature.  Going over the Crystal cities, the Earth chakras, the Guardian’s sacred names, places where 

crystals grow, the healing properties of crystals, Zodiac & star signs, star systems, all of this takes the 

whole morning as there’s much to explore 

12.00 ~ A Crystal City meditation. Here the class will choose our destination after studying that 

morning where the cities are. Then I will guide them through a channelled visual meditation. This 

can go for 20 minutes up to 1 hour, class preference ( or canteen preference) 

1.00 ~ As then we‘ll venture over to your lovely cafe for a beautiful lunch, this can take 30- 45 

minutes, even up to an hour, depending on business, otherwise we could pre-book a catered lunch 

in the morning, ready to go for 1.00? 

1.45-2.00 ~ Back to class for Oracle card readings, hopefully people can purchase a set of cards at 

lunchtime, otherwise I’ll bring a few spare sets? Then learning to do a Crystal Guardian reading  for 

ourselves and then practicing on each other. This method is good for beginners or advanced readers. 

So we will do this until grasped by all. Everyone has a lot of fun here. 

2.30 ~ Going over the maps of the tunnels & pathways inside the Great Mother Earth and seeing 

where they link up to under each country. This will bring an understanding of why things happen in 

certain countries and why people choose to be born where they are, also why some move. 

3.30 ~ Crystal Grids and layouts. Here I will bring a huge cloth layout for one to ly on. It has the wings 

drawn upon it, which will activate the Crystal Guardian wing system , there are 33 chakras in the 

wing system and each crystal is on a particular chakra, which eventually links up with an Earth portal 

and a star gate. This is an amazing experience as we place the crystals & codes down (the codes are 

separate small white cards, which I hope Ive given you as a sample pack, these too can be sold 

separately and come in an organza bag) We then sing star language to the person laying down which 

is a truly deeply loving & amazing experience. The star song is a combination of the Guardians 

Elohim names which are in the manual under each crystal page, but then I have put them all  

together to make a sacred mantra song & will be  handed out on separate page on the day to each. 

4.00-5.00 ~ Close the workshop standing, holding hands around the crystal alter, giving thanks to the 

Guardians , Crystal Castle & all people involved and then going home with a connection to a 

particular Guardian & crystal and hopefully some lovely goodies from the shop. 

If workshop is for 2 days, we would do meditation both days and extend on all the above. Many 

exciting questions can come up which can steer the workshop to new avenues.    Many Thanks!  


